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Kapitel 1: The consequences

Title: ...Who are You?
Author: Onee-sama
Fandom: Gundam Wing (what else??)

Pairings: still none yet
Warnings: silly

Disclaimer: I don't own any of these characters *sniff* and I don't get any money out
of this. *sniffsniff*

AN: Hi everyone, did you miss me? Here's the second chappy!

***

End of the last chapter:

"... you slipped and hit your head. Man, that has to hurt! You ok?"

I'm fine... uhm... can I ask you something?"

"Yeah, sure. What is it?"

"... who are you?"

***

"Huh?"

"I asked, who are you?"

"What do you mean with 'who are you'? It's me, Duo... and thats Q-man..."

"... Never heard these names."

"Huh?"
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"I said -"

"I know what you said! But -"

"Duo, I need to talk with you. Alone. Heero, sit down on one of the chairs and wait
until we're back, ok? Don't go anywhere."

"Hai hai..."

Heero got off the floor, while Quatre and Duo left the room through the backdoor.

***

Outside:

"Q-man, what's wrong with him?? Why can't he remember me... us?"

"It looks like he has lost his momories."

"What are we going to do now? We have to help him to get his mem'ries back!"

"Yeah, but I don't know how... We need to find a way! We just have to think, there
must be something..."

"But what...?"

***

Meanwhile in the kitchen:

Wufei walked in.

"Hey Heero, have you already killed Duo?"

"NANI?! Why should I kill him??"

"Uhm... well... because of one of his not-so-funny jokes?"

"...?"

"Nevermind... Have you seen Quatre? He wanted to cook something for lunch. I'm
hungry."

"Uhm... who's Quatre?"

*stare* "... What?"

" *sigh* I said, who's Quatre?"
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*stare some more* "..."

In that moment the other two came back into the kitchen.

"I'm Quatre."

"You? But I thought you're Q-man?"

*everyone but Heero sweatdropped*

"Duo is the only one who calls me that..."

"Oh..."

Wufei still stared at Heero in shock.

"Well, Heero... it looks like you lost your memories. We have to find a way to bring
them back. Do you remember anything?"

"...hn."

"HA! He knows his normal way to answer a question! That's a start... isn't it Q-man?"

// ? //

"..." *sweatdrop*

Wufei still hasn't stopped staring.

~~~

to be continued...

What will they do?

When will Heero take a shower to get the dressing off his body?

Will Trowa never wake up?

And when will Wufei get back to the world?

Will the Questions never stop?... Who knows...

All that (or maybe not) in the next chapter...
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Sooooo, still interested to read more? Then you have to wait for the next chapy
*smirk*
cya,

Onee-sama ^__^
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